Fujitsu and Microsoft Launch Enterprise Project Management Offering: *EPMSuite*

If your organization is committed to delivering best practices along with an optimum project management solution that generates predictability, management visibility, estimation accuracy and controlled execution for every project, look no further than EPMSuite from Microsoft and Fujitsu.

EPMSuite marries a leading project management tool, Microsoft Project 2003, with an industry-leading methodology, Macroscope®. It instills a tighter project management discipline to reduce project and maintenance costs and accelerate the path toward achieving measurable value.

EPMSuite further supplements Project 2003 with web-enabled desktop access to the Fujitsu Project Management method called ManagementSuite, which is aligned with the Project Management Institute Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). As a result, the project management office can deploy best practices and project teams can use them.

Fujitsu ManagementSuite coaching and PMI-accredited training can accompany the installation of Microsoft Project 2003 and EPMSuite, thereby synchronizing the tool with deliverables, techniques, processes and roles. Implementing EPMSuite enhances your project management capabilities and maturity so your project failures decrease and project teams’ productivity increases.

Microsoft’s EPM solution, which is powerful, web based and enterprise-wide, bolsters advanced project management controls and visibility. Project 2003 installation and training services are tailored to project management best practices to shorten project managers’ learning curves.

Microsoft Project 2003 is also equipped to support project office operations while Fujitsu ManagementSuite provides proven project management best practices-based on PMBOK—for both individuals and the project office.
EPMSuite combines world-class tools and services geared toward your organizational needs. Views and data fields are geared toward your requirements and based on ManagementSuite best-practices processes and deliverables. At every step, you can navigate rich EPMSuite contents for contextual process assistance, roles and responsibilities or key views’ summary descriptions to assist you in your daily tasks and decision-making.

Experience the Fujitsu Consulting Difference
As the management- and technology-consulting arm of the US$45-billion Fujitsu group, Fujitsu Consulting integrates the core expertise of Fujitsu companies and its partners to deliver complete solutions to businesses and government in the areas of Information Management, Legacy Modernization and Managed Services. The scope of these offerings extends from strategic management consulting to the tiniest detail of infrastructure operations. Through its industry-recognized strategic methodology, Macroscope®, Fujitsu Consulting assists clients in incorporating more value into their investments and driving their leadership in the marketplace.

We work with you to create solutions and produce results that drive your business.